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Marlow Hunter LLC
America’s Favorite Sailboat

H
Manufacturing
Marlow Hunter

Excellence

unter Marine (now Marlow Hunter) was founded in 1973 and is the dominant American sailboat builder. We
continue to maintain our position by listening to our customers and executing the basic principles on which
our company was founded. As new models are designed, experienced production engineers provide input on how
to efficiently execute the design objectives during assembly. Creating a boat that is easier to build doesn’t need to
sacrifice construction quality of product features, but allows us to provide excellent value for our customers.

Hunter B&R Backstayless Rig

T

he Hunter B&R backstayless rig design incorporates a large main, small genoa combination for easier but more efficient sail handling. Tacking is easier,
and when reefed, it provides a more stable and predictable platform. The swept-back spreaders create a tripod rig that eliminates the need for a
backstay, allowing for a much more aerodynamically efficient mainsail design, but without the need for adjustable backstays. The B&R rig proved its durability
and sturdiness by withstanding the rigors of the BOC Round-the-World race, plus on thousands of Hunter sailboats built with this time proven design.

Hunter Stainless Cockpit Arch

H

unter’s Cockpit Arch finally solves the cruiser’s dilemma of where to anchor the mainsheet. On most cruising boats the mainsheet is anchored atop
the deck, which induces significant loading to the deck and rig. As the mainsail’s heaviest loads are located at the leech, the most effective location is
at the aft end of the boom. The stainless arch also provides a superb cockpit handhold, protection from the boom, convenient mainsheet control, lifeline
anchoring point, plus excellent structural support point for cockpit dodgers, biminis, and enclosures.

W

e believe that sailing should be fun and it should not have to be hard work. You should be free to set your own challenges,
not constrained to addressing those set by the demands of your yacht. Innovations pioneered by the design crew at
Marlow Hunter have made sailing easier, safer and more comfortable. The result - much more fun!

Quality Marine
Suppliers
Ÿ Selden® Masts and
furling systems
Ÿ Harken® hardware
Ÿ Lewmar® hatches,
winches, windlasses
and hardware
Ÿ Bowmar® hatches
and windows
Ÿ Edson® Steering
Ÿ Yanmar® Diesels
Ÿ Doyle® Sails
Ÿ Raymarine
Electronics
Ÿ Side Power®
Thrusters
Ÿ Force 10® Stoves
Ÿ Jabsco® Toilets and
Pumps
Ÿ Bose® Entertainment
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Hunter 15

H

igh freeboard, a raised
boom, and sturdy fiberglass
construction make the new
Marlow Hunter 15 daysailer a
safe, versatile boat that the
whole family will love. Standard
roller furling with a large mainsail
makes sail handling a snap. With
its wide, contoured self-bailing
cockpit that seats five, the 15 can
accommodate the entire crew on
your next sailing expedition!
The Marlow Hunter 15’s wide
beam gives her excellent
stability. The cockpit seats are
inset and feel more secure than
just sitting on top of a coaming
seat. The cockpit is large enough
for two adults and two or three
children - an excellent choice for
your family.
The 15 is a very easy boat to rig
and launch as the mast is
lightweight aluminum and
stepped on a hinged based.
Sailing clubs and schools have
enjoyed the 15’s capacity and
stability along with industry
leading durability. An optional
motor mount will carry a 2 hp
outboard or electric motor to
make sailing in and out of a
marina or remote launch area a
breeze.
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Hunter 18

T

he new Marlow Hunter 18
features an intelligent open
transom design that allows for
super easy land or water access.
In addition, the canvas cuddy
unsnaps for easy bow access. The
extraordinary seven-foot beam
keeps you stable, with seating for
six in the clean and clutter-free
cockpit. Beginners can handle the
simple rig like a pro with its large
main and small jib, and this setup
also provides fun for the seasoned
sailor. The kick-up centerboard
and swing-up rudder makes
landing or beaching a snap.
Molded in non-skid provides
excellent footing plus the foot
brace in the center of the cockpit
sole gives a very good feeling of
security. The high boom clearance
also creates a safer sailing
environment.
The optional spinnaker kit includes
an adjustable spinnaker pole that
nests just beneath the deck (see
photo to left) This sail adds about
200 feet of downwind sail area
making the boat really perform off
the wind.
Safe, secure and good fun for your
family!
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Hunter 22

C

omfort and convenience help
make the Marlow Hunter 22
the ultimate daysailer - with great
overnighting capability. This stable
platform will keep the family safe
and dry, but will get up and go
when you want to run. The large
cockpit accommodates six in
comfort, while the extra large
cuddy is fun for overnighting, with
opening, screened ports, a roomy
comfortable v-berth, and space for
a portable head. The Marlow
Hunter 22 is easy to trailer, rig and
launch, and is sure to become your
favorite weekend escape.
The 500 pound retractable keel
provides excellent stability and
performance under sail, while a
hydraulic lifting mechanism makes
it easy to retract inside the hull for
trailering or beaching. The easy lift
rudder system delivers fingertip
control and exhilarating
responsiveness on every point of
sail.
On a mooring, at the dock, or on
the trailer, the Marlow Hunter 22
combines superb daysailing with a
comfortable cuddy for sleeping
and secure storage. Durable, low
maintenance and value are the
trademarks of the Marlow Hunter
22.
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Hunter 27

P

ocket cruisers are by nature, compact and simple, created and owned for the purest form of sailing enjoyment. The
Hunter 27 delivers all that and a little extra for those who want the interior space to enjoy the occasional overnight
escape when conditions are right. Under sail, you’ll ﬁnd the 27 responds like a dinghy, but with the stability and security of a
true keelboat.
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Hunter 27

Q

uick acceleration and
pinpoint turning accuracy
are combined with an easy-totack fractional sailplan to make
the 27 exciting to sail, especially
in close quarters. The helm
station offers several different
seating options to choose from,
allowing the skipper to extend
their time at the wheel from a
variety of comfortable positions,
all accessible to the jib and
mainsail controls. Although
spacious and functional, the
interior accommodations are
decidedly a “no-frills” proposition.
Standing headroom in the salon of
a 27 footer is rare but much
appreciated feature that make
this boat much more than a
daysailer. A practical galley,
dinette seating for 6, and sleeping
space for 4 make it possible to
spend pleasant overnights
anchored in your favorite cove.
The amazingly complete standard
equipment list can be augmented
with a variety of factory options
to suit your own preferences.
Whether you are looking for your
ﬁrst boat or your last, the Hunter
27 provides a safe and sturdy
platform to relax and recharge on
your local waterway.
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Hunter 33

Q

uick and agile, the Hunter 33 delivers an exhilarating experience on every outing. Under sail, the main dominated
fractional rig is easily tamed with extra leverage from the cockpit Traveler Arch™ sheeting system, so the 33 is always
easy for singlehanders to manage. The cockpit design has been called “ideal” by many owners, referring to the space, layout
and placement of controls.
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Hunter 33

S

tern rail seats are free of rigging
obstructions and securely ﬁxed
to the arch for a safe and
comfortable view within arms
reach of the wheel, traveler and jib
sheets. A hinging helm seat allows
effortless access to the swim
platform for simple stern boarding
from the dock or dinghy. Top notch
equipment from Lewmar, Selden,
Spinlock and Harken ensure friction
free control and long term reliability.
The interior is roomy, bright and
beautiful with a rich “cherry”
interior and open ﬂoorplan allowed
by placement of the mast
compression post forward of the
main bulkhead. 6’2” headroom,
abundant storage space and a
compact nav station round out the
salon for maximum utility. Sleeping
accommodations are spacious and
simple with plenty of light and
ventilation from the large opening
hatches. A surprisingly well
equipped galley is capped with a
durable Corian® countertop and
packed with storage space to hold
plenty of provisions for longer trips.
The Hunter 33 is extraordinarily well
designed to fuel your passion for
sailing. Every trip will end in eager
anticipation of your next
opportunity to untie and unwind.
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Hunter 37 T

he heart of our mid-size cruiser line, the Hunter 37 was just introduced to the market for the 2014 model year. Perfectly
balanced in so many ways, the 37 is exhilarating to sail, accommodating for the crew and comfortable both inside
and out. The extended cockpit, fresh proﬁle, and refined interior adds style to this classic cruiser, sturdily built to provide a
stable and reliable platform for your cruising pleasure.
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Hunter 37

T

he innovative cockpit Traveler
Arch™ simplifies handling of the
mainsail, providing more leverage
and placing the traveler controls
within easy reach of the helm.
Moving the traveler aft frees the
companionway of mainsheet
clutter, allowing easy passage and a
clear view forward. The useful arch
also functions as a solid mounting
frame for the bimini and our
renowned stern rail seats,
comfortable and fully integrated
into the cockpit design. The B&R rig
and fractional sailplan guarantee
easy tacking and reeﬁng, a must for
shorthanded crews who prefer to
enjoy windy conditions. Below, an
oasis of beauty and comfort await
you. The warm, rich woodwork is
brightened by an abundance of
natural light and enhanced with
functional accents like hardwood
handrails, real Corian® countertops
and stainless hardware. Both
forward and aft staterooms are fully
equipped with opening hatches,
designer bedding fabrics and plenty
of storage space. Meal time will be
a pleasure from start to ﬁnish with
a spacious and well equipped
galley, set directly aft of the
furniture quality dinette table.
Highly reﬁned from volumes of
customer feedback, the Hunter 37
is a boat that will free you to savor
the joys of sailing without
sacrificing the comforts of home.
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Hunter 40 I

f you’re looking for a sweet sailing midsize cruiser with maximum space and amenities, then look no further. The Hunter 40
offers more of everything on a sturdily constructed hull with a sleek and stylish deck proﬁle. The fractional sailplan delivers
power without perspiration to the stable and easily driven hull shape for outstanding performance and maneuverability. The
T‐shaped cockpit features twin wheels that provide ﬁngertip control and outstanding visibility from every point of sail.
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Hunter 40

T

he stainless cockpit Traveler
Arch™ is a Hunter trademark
feature. It reduces mainsheet load
and places all the controls within
easy reach of the helm. A double
ended mainsheet allows easy
adjustment from a variety of
locations in the cockpit. A wide
beam and strategic placement of
the mast compression post open
the salon to immense proportions
for a 4 0 footer. The forward facing
nav station and expansive galley
loaded with storage space
distinguish the Hunter 40 as a boat
without compromise on interior
comforts. The aft stateroom spans
the entire width of the boat
providing room for dual hanging
lockers, drop-in storage, dressing
seats on both sides and private
access to the head compartment.
Forward, your crew will appreciate
a cabin that has lots space to
move around and organize their
personal gear. As with all Hunters,
quality components and easy
systems access reduce
maintenance time so you can
relax. Visit your Hunter dealer
today for a ﬁrst hand look at how
much more a 40 footer can be.
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Hunter 45DS

T

he new Hunter 45 has redeﬁned the DS concept with the brightest and most open salon ever de signed. Oversized deck
ports draw in huge volumes of natural light to compliment the rich woodwork and airy ﬂoor plan. A wraparound
windshield dominates the sleek and imposing exterior proﬁle that announces its presence with authority in any harbor. The
Glenn Henderson designed hull is solidly constructed and shaped for lively performance and a smooth ride, even in rough
sea conditions.

45DS
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Hunter 45DS

O

n deck, dual helm stations
deliver the ultimate in
comfort, control and visibility for
the captain. Hunter’s stainless
steel Traveler Arch™, B & R rig
and a unique double-ended
mainsheet system provide the
crew with effortless sail handling.
The large, T-shaped cockpit is well
equipped to provide shelter at
sea and sociable lounging at
anchor. The galley size and
amenities will enable you to
create memorable meals from
provisions held in the 45’s
immense storage reserves. An
expanded aft stateroom features
a queen size berth, large hanging
locker, storage galore and private
access to the aft head. Opening
hull and deck ports supply plenty
of light and fresh air. Forward,
your guests will enjoy the Pullman
style cabin with a side mounted
double berth and storage capacity
for two. For convenience, the
open vanity is separated from the
private head and shower located
in the forepeak. The Hunter 45DS
combines the most popular of our
design features to create a boat
that will elevate your sailing
enjoyment to a whole new level.
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Hunter 50AC

A

robust sailing platform with unsurpassed versatility, the Hunter 50 can be configured to cruise around the harbor, or
around the world in comfort. Solid construction, a high ballast ratio and a stout B & R rig are the basic elements that
make this ﬂagship capable and safe for the bluewater cruise of your dreams. Fortunately many attributes that make a
boat comfortable for long distance cruising also make shorter trips more pleasant.

50AC
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Hunter 50AC

D

ual helm stations provide
outstanding visibility and
a multitude of seating options.
The fractional sailplan is
integrated with our trademark
cockpit Traveler Arch™ and a
proven deck layout to
maximize ease of handling
under sail, especially for
shorthanded crews. The large
balanced rudder and shaft
driven steering system deliver
pinpoint maneuverability and
ﬁngertip control, even under
full sail. Never has a boat so
large been so easy to handle
with confidence in every
condition. Below-decks, an
efficient ﬂoorplan is executed
in furniture quality woodwork
for a bright interior that is as
functional as it is beautiful.
Incredible storage capacity,
easy systems access and a
deep bilge sump demonstrates
that attention to detail below
the surface remains a priority
for your extended enjoyment
of this amazingly capable
cruising platform.
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Hunter 50CC

O

FFSHORE LUXURY DEFINED. A stunning long distance passagemaker, the Hunter 50 Center Cockpit is the latest in
Hunter’s long line of renowned center cockpit models. This yacht was designed and built to provide the liveaboard
cruiser with more space and capability to enjoy extended offshore cruising in comfort. To truly appreciate how safe,
comfortable and exceptionally easy-to-sail this 50CC is, one needs to examine it inside and out.

50CC
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Hunter 50CC

A

bove decks, the 50CC features a
center cockpit which provides
excellent visibility along all sight lines
and allows for several distinct areas
to socialize. Hunter’s trademark
stainless steel arch keeps the
traveler hardware safely out of the
way while a Selden B&R rig provides
safe and efficient power. With 14
different possible sail plans, this
yacht is rigged for ease of sailing
even when short-handed. The hull
design features proven
hydrodynamics from Hunter’s 50AC
hull including a bow hollow and
stern reﬂex, for better acceleration
and more lively response. Like all of
Hunter’s keelboats, the 50CC has a
layer of Kevlar® in the bow area for
extra protection. A fully-equipped
chef’s galley is wrapped in genuine
Corian® with stainless steel grabrails
at the counter edges. Forward, the
guest stateroom houses both an ensuite head and separate stall
shower. Aft, the expansive owner’s
suite features a centerline berth fully
accessible from both sides, a walk-in
cedar closet, optional chaise lounge
chair, his and hers work areas,
private head, and plenty of storage
space. With an abundance of natural
lighting and ventilation the master
suite is also the perfect setting for an
optional jet spa tub cleverly housed
in the bed unit.

Marlow Hunter LLC
14700 Highway 441
Alachua, Florida
USA 32616
Phone: +1.386.462.3077
sales@marlow-hunter.com
www.marlow-hunter.com
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